complex triangular relationship of diaspora, country of origin and host country. India is a very unusual case when it comes to statediaspora relations. Before Independence, India saw its role as the mother country to all Indians wherever they were. It was unimportant whether they had migrated for economic gain or if some part of the imperial system had taken them abroad. However, at Independence, India developed a new approach when dealing with its diaspora: unlike any other nation or state, the government maintained that those Indians who leave or have left their country of origin forfeit their rights as Indians and have to integrate into their host societies. This was exemplified by the Ugandan Crisis in 1972, the crisis in Fiji in the mid-1980s and many other smaller incidents. The fact is that Mother India has pushed its diaspora away since Independence, and despite recent rhetorical change the actual reality is not yet very much different from 50 years ago. This is to a large extent due to the diverging agendas of the various actors involved. Whilst the government of India wanted India's economic development to be independent from all outside influence (Swadeshi -Gandhian principle of Indian economic self-sufficiency), the more recent governments have wanted to cash in on NRI funds without, however, allowing NRIs the privileges they would enjoy were they to invest in other countries. India wanted liberalization but still maintained a certain level of protectionism in order not to 'sell out' to foreign investors. The NRIs, however, wanted full economic liberalization in order to invest in India's economy. They also wanted dual citizenship -an issue that provoked hot debates all over the country. The resentment, which developed at a popular and political level, made sure that the relationship did not substantially move forward in the 10 years since India's market opened up.
The definition of Non-Resident Indians (NRIs) for this chapter is taken in the widest possible sense: it will include the Indian diaspora which left before Independence and is generally referred to as People of Indian Origin (PIOs), the non-residents who have given up their Indian passports and those who have retained their Indian citizenship yet choose to live abroad. The Indian government's policy has not differed widely with respect to the three groups mentioned, but PIOs are generally seen as less of an asset as their ties to India are weaker than those who left after Indian independence. The PIOs are also seen as a more problematic group with respect to the citizenship debate, as they could have originated from areas that are now Pakistan or Bangladesh. If NRIs were ever to be offered the dual nationality the status of PIOs would be another controversial and hotly debated subject.
